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Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Education Julia Gillard met with representatives of 
Community Languages Australia and the New Chinese Culture School, in her Melbourne 
office last Friday October 17 2008. 
 
The meeting was arranged with the assistance of Mike Symon MP who has visited the school 
on several occasions. 
 
The meeting was very positive with the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Education Julia 
Gillard not only listening to the issues being presented but asking the pertinent and pointed 
questions and endeavouring to be very much solution based. 
 
Community Languages Australia Executive Director, Stefan Romaniw and New Chinese 
Culture School management and teaching staff headed by James Ye attended the meeting. 
 
Mr Romaniw presented a number of issues related to ongoing funding for Community 
Languages Australia – Australian Federation of Ethnic Schools Associations (AFESA) as the 
current project funded under the MCEETYA Languages Education Working Party funding 
through the Department of Education Employment and Work Place Relations (DEEWR) 
concludes in November 2008. 
 
The presentation provided and overview of the work undertaken  by Community Languages 
Australia in providing  leadership in national coordination, improvement in quality assurance, 
data collection and the creation of a  strong, cohesive sector which works closely with 
jurisdictions to ensure community languages schools provide  strong complementary 
provision. 
Ongoing funding is required to ensure that the current work is expanded. Stakeholders 
consulted to date agree that it would be retrospective step if this did not continue. 
 
The Minister was also present with the Qulaity Assurance Framework and Social Cohesion 
Model developed through the community languages schools program. They are now critical 
components of ensuring quality education outcomes and strengthened social cohesion. Both 
areas form a major part of the Community Languages Australia 2009-2012 Strategic Plan. 
 
Issues related to the proposed COAG funding arrangements and the possible impact on 
languages education funding was also raised .This was a topic of  discussion at the recent 6th 
National Community Languages Schools Conference in Perth on October 4, 2008. 
 
Mr Romaniw proposed that mechanisms be put in place to ensure languages education, 
including community languages schools/ethnic schools programs continue to be funded via 
Commonwealth and jurisdictional funding and not permitted to be reduced or diminished 
under any new COAG arrangements. Quarantining funding for community languages schools 



program was essential to ensure that languages education programs, including community 
languages schools programs nationally via jurisdictions grow and are not lost in macro 
decision making processes. 
 
 The issue of the National Asian Languages Studies in Schools Program (NALSSP) was also 
discussed and the Community Languages Australia submission to DEEWR was presented. It 
outlines the rational for why and how community languages schools need to be part of the 
overall implementation strategy.  
 
It was agreed that it was timely to raise the above issues. 
 
The Deputy Prime Minster and   Minister for Education indicated her strong support for the 
role that Community Languages Australia and the community languages schools play in 
Australian education. She highlighted the Prime Minister’s strong position on languages.  
 
There was empathy and genuine determination to examine the issues and find suitable 
solutions. Community Languages Australia and all involved in languages education should be 
all heartened by the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Education’s commitment to 
languages education and in ensuring the issues discussed are further examined and 
resolved.  
 
It was evident from discussion that the Federal Government is keen to have outcomes in 
education and whilst funding arrangements are being discussed, our understanding is that 
funding provided to jurisdictions will have some parameters. We are confident that through 
the new Commonwealth funding process, jurisdictions will continue to strongly support 
languages education and the community languages schools program. 
Whilst there is additional support for Asian languages via NALSSP this is not at the expense 
of other languages, but rather increased funding for a particular priority.  
 
The Minister was provided possible scenarios that could evolve to ensure that community 
languages funding remain at present level or increased. 
As part of the presentation the Minister was informed of recent meetings with representatives 
of DEEWR Susan Smith, Rob Mason and Wendy Evans and planned meeting with Madonna 
Morton. 
 
James Ye provided the Minister with the background of the New Chinese Culture School and 
its activities and general information on how to harness the good work being down at the 
school and how it might be incorporated into the NALSSP. 
 
Community Languages Australia extends is its thanks to the Deputy PM and Minister for 
Education Julia Gillard for   the opportunity to meet and present the above issues. We look 
forward to working through the issues with the Minister’s staff and her Department to find the 
mechanisms and solutions that will see ongoing funding to Community Languages Australia 
and funding for programs in jurisdictions. 
 
Community Languages Australia   also extends its thanks Mike Symon MP, Member for 
Deakin and   his staff for facilitating the meeting. 
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A meeting was also held with the Federal Minister for Finance Lindsay Tanner last 
Wednesday October 15, 2008 in Canberra.  
Community Languages Australia Executive Director, Stefan Romaniw raised many of the 
above issues with Minister.  
The Minister has direct experience with community languages schools as one of his children 
attended a community languages school in Melbourne. He has always been strong supporter 
of languages education and the community languages schools sector and offered his ongoing 
support. 
 

Further information Contact Stefan Romaniw 0419531255�


